Abstract
Digitized whole slide images (WSIs) contain vast amounts of information that can provide additional insight into many types of cancer. I will introduce pioneering research in the rapidly emerging field of digital pathology that is focused on creating quantitative image analysis methods that can enhance traditional histopathologic evaluation of malignant tissues. Ongoing work in our lab is focused on extracting features like shape, color, and texture of malignant nuclei and characterizing lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates in WSIs of diagnostic tissue samples of cancer. I will highlight our current work in automated tumor detection that is being used in combination with our previously published lymphocyte detection method. The results appear quite promising and have the potential to be developed into a clinical application to screen breast cancer patients who can benefit from emerging immunotherapeutic treatment options. This combined tumor-immune detection method is also being developed for applications in pancreatic and prostate cancer. Future work will further explore the added benefit of combining other extracted features from WSIs with the tumor detection and lymphocyte detection methods. The goals of this research are to implement image analysis tools in the workflow of surgical pathologists by providing image-based data that can augment the diagnostic evaluation of tissue samples from patients and improve our ability to predict clinical outcomes and treatment response in many different types of cancer. Long-term goals of this research are to perform multidisciplinary correlative studies to develop clinically useful tools that integrate quantitative analyses of WSIs with clinical, radiologic, molecular testing, pharmacologic, and survival data in order to further our collective understanding of cancer biology and improve patient management.
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